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ABSTRACT 

In this digital world, increasing demand for images with higher resolution and 

size has led to a need for more eflfective methods of compression. This is especially tme 

for color images where there is three times as much data as grayscale images. This thesis 

discusses the fiindamentals of color image processing techniques, with a particular focus 

on color space transformations and applications, as well as image compression via JPEG, 

JPEG 2000, and Hybrid Vector Scalar Quantization Compression (HVSQ) methods. The 

objective is to utilize color spaces to optimize HVSQ compression, thereby enabhng it to 

supersede such compression standards as JPEG and JPEG 2000. So in order to fiirther 

this goal, comparisons were made between HVSQ and the JPEG standards. Results were 

compared using the following calculations: Peak signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), entropy, 

and Q-Index. Muhiple types of images were used in the study, in order to verify the 

robustness of the color spaces and HVSQ performance. The ten test images that were 

used can be broken into the following classes of images: computer generated, natural, 

high fi-equency, medical, high intensity, and human images. Additionally, multiple bit 

rates were examined, ranging from 10 to 100, in increments of 10. In general, the 

reversible YCbCr space was found to have the best performance, allowing HVSQ to 

outperform JPEG 2000 in most cases. 
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CHAPTER! 

ESITRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is three-fold. First, it serves as an investigation into 6 

distinctly different color spaces, as well as slight variations in selected spaces. Second, it 

serves as an instmment to provide insight into the effectiveness of various forms of 

quantitative measurements of image quality. Finally, this thesis serves as a case study on 

HVSQ compression. It examines both the eflfectiveness of HVSQ compression as well as 

its potential for further optimization when compared to JPEG and JPEG 2000 

compression. 

Perhaps the most well known compression method, JPEG has been in use for the 

past 12 years. It is the compression method of choice, as it became an intemational 

standard in 1992. However, today, it is inadequate. As a result, research efforts are 

cunently underway to develop a new color compression standard. Two such examples of 

new compression techniques are JPEG 2000 and HVSQ. Hybrid Muki-Vector 

Quantization (HMVQ), a previous version of Hybrid Vector Scalar Quantization 

(HVSQ), has akeady been proven to be capable of outperforming JPEG 2000. On 

particular sets of images it has been proven to attain higher compression ratios than JPEG 

2000, as was presented m [20]. This thesis endeavors to examine the potential of HVSQ 

to further increase image compressibility, speed, and accuracy, using various color 

spaces. 

As far as color spaces go, RGB is the most commonly used and, by extension, 

most recognizable image color space. This is because the RGB space is a nonhnear space 

that is perceptually uniform and very fast, making it ideal for interactive applications 

such as image display and computer graphics. Additionally it is very intuitive to use. It 

is far easier to conceptualize what the resulting color v̂ oll be when primaries Uke red, 

green, and blue are mixed, as opposed to luminance and chrominance. 

However, RGB is not optimal for use in image compression. This is due to the 

amount of bandwidth that must be consimied in order to store the image. In RGB images, 

each ofthe red, green, and blue channels are highly conelated and equally important. As 

such, each ofthe channels carries equal amounts of information, so equal bandwidths are 



employed. Although the human eye sees each of the channels differently, the overall 

appearance ofthe image will change drastically if the channels are scaled unevenly. 

So, even though blue only minimally contributes to the overall brightness of an 

image, as green and red appear brightest to the human eye, it is still not a good idea to 

decrease the number of bks used to represent blue. This is due to the eye's ability to 

discriminate color differences in blue colors, making it extremely sensitive to blue color 

changes. So even though saturated blue colors appear very dark, while saturated yellow 

colors appear very bright, decreasing the number of bks used to represent blue colors will 

only serve to mtroduce contouring to the unage [18]. 

However, based on previous studies reported in [17], YCbCr has been shown to 

be the most effective color space for compression. In fact, JPEG compression converts 

ks RGB data to the YUV color space before compression. This is because the YUV 

color space unevenly distributes the unage kiformation between the 3 channels, resulting 

ki a smaller bandwidth requirement for image data. This uneven distribution of data 

allows compression to be performed with uneven bk rate ratios between the channels ki 

an image. 

As discussed previously, this thesis endeavors to further optknize HVSQ 

compression such that it will supersede other known high performance compression 

methods. So, two image compression standards, JPEG and JPEG 2000, were used as 

controls to compare the results attained in HVSQ compression tests. They are references 

used for comparisons sake, ki order to detemiine whether or not any color space has a 

tangible advantage when appUed to HVSQ. 

As a result, it became necessary to objectively measure the effects of various 

color spaces on the various compression methods. Comparisons are made using three 

quantitative measurements: Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), entropy, and Quality 

index. Usmg these measurements, k is possible to determine which color space best 

optknizes this image encoding technique, resultmg ki the most eflBcient and accurate 

method of compression. 

In an effort to clearly present the theory and algorithms used to knplement this 

experiment, this thesis is organized as follows. Fkst, a general overview of color images 

and ofthe software used to knplement the algorithms is presented. Then, the theory and 



mathematical detail of color transformations is discussed in chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 

serve to present information on the compression methods and measurement calculations 

used in the experiment. Fkially the resuhs and conclusion are discussed in chapters 5 and 

6. 

1 I Human Visual System 

Vision and how Human Beings experience color is due to light, which is 

electromagnetic radiation that occurs within a set range. This range is called the human 

visibility range, and it lies between 380 nm and 740nm [15]. Light is unique in that k has 

a dual nature, as both a particle and a wave. However, in this context, we are concemed 

only with the wavelength of light, as the spectmm of light determines the colors that 

humans are capable of seekig. 

It is the fuU spectmm of the incoming hght that determines the perceived color of 

an object. A surface that reflects aU Ught equally is seen as white, while a dull surfece 

that absorbs aU wavelengths, without reflection, is seen as black [15]. The figure below 

shows the wavelength and fi-equencies at which each color is located. 
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Figure 1: Light Spectmm [13] 



The reason the continuous light spectmm is broken up into red, orange, yellow, 

green, blue, mdigo, and violet is because of Isaac Newton. In 1666 he determined that 

Ught was the source of color sensation and defined the rainbow spectmm, which contakis 

colors that consist of single wavelength visible light. Additionally, Newton identified the 

7 colors that we still use today [15]. If not for Newton, the color table could be divided 

in any way; k is merely a matter of subjective opinion versus standards that have been in 

use for 338 years. 

AddkionaUy, k should be noted that there are many more spectra than color 

sensations. In fact, a color can formally be defined as "the whole class of spectra which 

give rise to the same color sensation, ahhough any particular such a class definition 

would vary widely among different species and also somewhat among kidividuals 

intraspecificaUy"[15]. So, since many spectra can have the same appearance, the 

definition of any particular color is actuaUy dependent on the mdividual viewing the 

color. That is why different people perceive colors differently. 

As was alluded to previously, ki order for vision to occur, whether it is for people, 

anknals, or computers, some method of Ught collection must be employed. Then, this 

captured Ught is processed to form an image ofthe object reflecting the Ught. This idea is 

shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 2: Image Capture System [2] 



The kistmment humans use to captiire Ught is thek eyes. The figure below shows a 

diagram ofa human eye, with each part labeled. 
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Figure 3: The Human Eye [12] 

The eye consists of 3 layers. The outermost layer is called the sclerotic coat. This 

is the white part of the eye. However, ki the area covering the kis and pupil it is clear, 

admitting and bending Ught rays that pass into the interior of the eye. These Ught rays 

then pass through the kis and pupil. 

The second, middle layer, of the eye is caUed the choroids coat. It is highly 

pigmented, aUowing k to reduce the amount of stray light that is reflected within the eye. 

In the fi^ont of the eye, the choroid coat is caUed the kis. This is the colored portion of 

the eye that sunounds the pupil. The pupil is the black part of the eye that acts Uke the 

aperture ofa camera. 

Light passes through the pupil, and is then focused onto the retina. The kis 

regulates the amount of Ught that passes through the pupil. The kis is actuaUy a muscle 

that can contract and relax to control the size ofthe pupil, thereby controUing the amount 

of Ught that passes through the pupil. Once through the pupiL, Ught is focused onto the 

retina by the lens. 

The retkia is the third, mnermost, layer ofthe eye. It is actuaUy a photosensitive 

stmcture that is considered to be a part ofthe brain. It is made up of cells that translate 

Ught kite electrochemical nerve knpulses. These knpulses then travel fi-om the retkia to 

the brain via the optic nerve. 



Now that we know how Ught enters the eye, we must examkie how the light is 

processed. The light is focused on the retina by the lens. Then 2 types of receptors can 

be activated. In low illumination, ceUs called rods are used. They are senskive to a 

broad range of light intenskies, but they cannot distinguish colors, so they fimction to 

give us night vision [16]. 

The other type of Ught receptor in the retina is responsible for both color vision 

and high resolution perception. These ceUs are caUed cones, and they are located ki the 

fovea. These cells function primarily in dayUght and they come in 3 varieties, which 

react to the Ught fi-om different wavelengths. They vary depending on the type of photo 

pigment that each ceU contains. Photo pigments are light senskive chemicals that react to 

different wavelengths. 

The three types of cones ki the eye are named after the wavelengths they respond 

to: red, blue, and green. Blue cones respond to blue Ught or short wavelengths around 

420 nm; while, contrary to ks name, red cones respond to yeUowish-green light or long 

wavelengths around 564 nm. Green cones respond to green Ught or medium wavelengths 

around 534 nm. The figure below shows the responses of each type of cone. 
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Figure 4: Cone Response [15] 

Note that the curves are beU shaped and that they overiap. This means that the 

eye reduces the incoming continuous light to 3 values, which represent the response of 

each of these types of color receptors. AdditionaUy, the overlappkig responses mean that 



not all combinations of stimuli are possible. For example, k would be expected that smce 

there are 3 types of receptors, 8 different combinations are possible. However, due to the 

overlapping responses, not all of these combinations are possible. So this set of aU the 

combinations of stimuli that are possible make up the human color space, which will be 

discussed later. 

1.2 Color Images 

Digkal images are captured using digkal cameras or scanners. Both of these 

methods utUize machmes which convert analog data to digital ones and zeros. As was 

shown in figure 2, an imaging system is used to capture light that reflects off the knage 

source. For digital cameras, this imaging system most commonly consists of a charge 

coupled device, or CCD. CCDs consist of photoskes, which are diodes that convert light 

(photons) into an electric signal (electrons). Color knages are formed by acquiring three 

versions of the same image. Each of these versions is the red, green, and blue color 

components of the image. The color components are acquked using filters that block aU 

other Ught, except for the particular wavelength for red, green, and blue. 

Digital images are composed of elements caUed picture elements, or pixels. 

These pixels have associated with them two values, a location on the image and an image 

mtensity or gray level value. For the purpose of image analysis, the pbcels are ananged 

in a matrix configuration. A grayscale image is represented by an NxM matrix, while aU 

color images are represented as NxMx3 matrices. The third dimension in the color image 

is necessary in order to detemiine the color of the pixel. It gives the pixel at a particular 

location depth, or color. Color knages are made up of pkels with 3 associated values. 

These values make up the intensity of the color components that combine to create the 

color that will be seen by the human eye. The figure below demonstrates this idea. 



Figure 5: Representation ofa Color Image 

In this figure, the image is divided into the 3 superimposed planes, red, green, and blue. 

The white star represents a pbcel with respect to ks 3 associated values. The combmation 

of pixel intenskies in each plane determines its actual color. 

In the appUcation of displaying knages on TVs and Computer monitors, an 

kiteresting characteristic of the display technology must be considered. InitiaUy, CRTs, 

or Cathode Ray Tubes, were the only means available to display knages. Therefore, 

television broadcasts and imaging standards had to make certain concessions that would 

aUow images to be shown on this particular medium. The conection that must be 

considered ki the fi-ame of this thesis is Gamma conection. 

Gamma is used to measure the contrast of an knage or an knagkig device. 

Gamma conection is used to control the appearance of images on various displays. This 

is accon )̂Ushed by controUing the ratio of red to green to blue ki an image. This control 

effectively changes the brightness and hue of a particular color representation for device 

dependent color spaces such as RGB and HSV. 

In these instances, the appearance of the image is based on the response of the 

device displaying the image data. In display media such as computer monitors, the 

intensity to vokage response curve is a 2.5 power curve. So, an image wkh a pixel 

mtensity of x vwll be displayed with mtensity x^2.5. The response of the display device 

that results in this characteristic is the gamma factor. The figure below shows an 

example of this process. 



Sample Input to Honitor 

Output from Honitor 

Graph of Input 

Graph of Output L = V •̂  2.5 

Figure 6: Display Gamma [14] 

Since pixel values generally range between 0 and 1, this means that the mtensity value 

that is actuaUy displayed will be less than what the knage defines k to be. Therefore, if 

the image is to be displayed as it is intended to be seen, this factor must be conected with 

gamma conection. Gamma conection reverses the effect of the display device gamma, 

so that the input signal to the monitor, or the vokage that conesponds to particular pixel 

mtensities, is adjusted using the complement ofthe devices response curve. This idea is 

shown in the example below. 
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Honitor Output 

Graph of Input 
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Figure 7: Gamma Conection [14] 

So for the example of a monitor, the gamma conection would be accomplished by raising 

the mtensity value, x, to a power of I over 2.5, as was shown ki the knage above. In 

general, gamma factors range fi-om 2.2 to 2.7, for various devices. 

In the scope of this project, gamma conection was only addressed ki converting 

images from RGB to CIE LAB, CIE LUV, and CIE XZY, as these color spaces are 

device independent, so the gamma conection of the original RGB image was removed, 

before the image was converted to these spaces. This was necessary, as the majority of 

RGB knages are actuaUy stored ki the R'G'B' space. This is a nonlinear space that stores 



R, G, and B pixel data v̂ ath gamma conection appUed. The equations below show how 

RGB relates to R'G'B'. 

R'=R. 
( R ^ 

V-'^max y 

0.45 , . 0 . 4 5 . . 0 .45 

G' = G„ 
V^max y 

B' = B_ 
B 

V̂  max J 

In general, R^ = G^ = B^ = 255. It is important to make this distinction so that the 

conversion from R'G'B' to the device independent color spaces is conect. VisuaUy, a 

linear, RGB image looks dark, as it has not been gamma conected, while a R'G'B' image 

looks normal. 

1.3 Implementation 

As stated previously, the purpose of this project is to examine the effectiveness of 

various color spaces in image compression. In order to accomplish this task, an image 

processing toolbox was developed. All codes were developed ki Microsoft Visual Studio 

C++, and three primary objectives were addressed. First, the color transformation 

functions were written to knplement the color transform formulas to convert from one 

color space to another. Then fiinctions were added to aide in scaling the transformed data 

into an appropriate format for viewing. Fmally, the code was adapted to be included in 

HVSQ, JPEG, and JPEG 2000 compression. The operation of the algorithms used to 

accompUsh each of these objectives is discussed below. 

1.3.1 HVSO 

In order for any of the codes to be appUed, first a user must specify the filename 

of the original knage, ki Portable Pixmap (PPM) format, and ks color space, as well as 

the filename ofthe transformed knage to be created, the desked color space, and the data 

type to be used. Then, the first step toward processing the knage is to read the image. 

The knage reader used is for PPM knages, as these knages have a predictable format that 

can be easily parsed, ki order to extract the relevant knage information. Once this data 

has been entered, the program is able to determme the appropriate fimction to caU ki 

order to perform the color transformation. 

Once the color space has been transformed, the color-transformed knage is scaled 

in order to Umit ks contents to values between 0 and 255. This is done in order to allow 

the color-transformed knage to be viewed and saved ki an knage file. Now, k becomes 

10 



possible to compress the color transformed data. For the purposes of this experiment, the 

color transformed file is compressed, decompressed, and converted back to a RGB 

knage. Then this knage is compared to the origkial knage for PSNR, entropy, and Q-

index calculations to be made. This process is shown in the figure below. 

Read specified 
image O 

Determine original 
and final color 
spaces 

^ 
Peiform color 
Uansfbrmatton 

Decompress 
Image v̂ Compress 

Image 
Scale transformed 
image to 0 to 255 

Reveise 
scaliag ^ 

Comrett image back 
to RGB O 

Compare ong^)al 
image to 
decompressed 
image 

^ C^^Fac^ 

Figure 8: HVSQ Compression Scheme 

1.3.2 JPEG and JPEG 2000 

Since the JPEG compression methods have already undergone extensive testing, it 

was assumed that they had already been optimized, so for compression with these 2 

methods, the origkial RGB images were used. The JPEG compression executables used 

ki the scope of this project were developed by Independent JPEG Group (IJG), while all 

JPEG 2000 executables used were developed by David Taubman in the Kakadu version 

of JPEG 2000. 

The RGB images were specified as the input to the JPEG and JPEG 2000 

executables to be compressed at the 10 compression levels. Then, quality ofthe 

decompressed images was evaluated by calculating the PSNR, entropy, and Q-index. 

This is shown in the figure below. 

Specify RGB 
Image ci^ JPEG/JPEG 2000 

Compression 

Figure 9: JPEG and JPEG 2000 Compression Scheme 
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1.4 Test Images 

Since the purpose of this investigation is to enable the processing of any class of 

images, 10 test images were chosen. This was necessary, in order to determine the fiiU 

capabilkies of aU the color spaces, and in order for generalizations to be drawn. For use 

in this investigation, all test images were cropped to 512 x 512 dknensions. Any 

distortions that may appear in the representations below are due to the scalkig that the 

images underwent ki order to fit in this thesis. Names are Usted ki the captions of each 

image, as this is how they wiU be refened to in the resuhs section. 

Cwheel 

Anemone Nature 
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Row House 
Figure 10: Image Test Set 

Cervigram 

These knages represent various classes of images that could reaUstically be 

encountered in both commercial and research appUcations. The classes of images 

presented here are computer generated, natural, high frequency, medical, high mtensity, 

and human knages. They were selected for their abiUty to test the robustness of these 

compression options. Variety was chosen, such that k could be demonstrated that the 

compression methods were effective for muhiple classes of knages, with a wide scope of 

appUcations. 
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CHAPTER II 

COLOR SPACES 

As described previously, the human eye is capable of distinguishing 

approximately 10 million different colors. However, since color is commonly 

represented digitally by defining 3 values that combine to form the visual perception of 

color, a method of mapping the defined color to the perceived color must be understood. 

So, a color model is defined to describe aU the possible ways that any 3 values can be 

combined to form colors. A color model is an abstract mathematical model describing the 

way colors can be represented as tuples of numbers [15]. In effect a color model encodes 

color information, thereby forming a coordinate system of sorts. This system can then be 

used to describe colors ki images. This enables the specification of colors to be 

standardized, as each point in the model describes a particular color. 

In various color models, the colors remain the same, but the way they are 

described changes. For example, tilting the axis of one color model changes the way the 

model is described, thereby resultmg ki a new color model, but k does not change the 

color at any given point. The choice of which color model to implement is application 

dependent, as some spaces are better suked than others for different tasks. 

Color models form the mles for defining colors, but the full gamut of realizable 

colors within a model is called the color space. So the color space serves to map the 

color model colors to humanly perceivable colors. Therefore, the color space defmes 

both color models and color mappkig fiinctions. So, identifying the color space identifies 

the color model, making the color space the prefened term for distinguishing different 

models. 

Color transforms are mathematical equations used to convert from one color 

space to another. This concept is of paramount importance, as k is color transforms that 

are used in this project to convert the origkial, RGB, images into various other color 

spaces. So, the color model encodes the color kiformation, the color space maps the 

model colors to the humanly perceive equivalents, and the color transform is the fimction 

used to convert from one color space to another. 

15 



The color transforms to be discussed are RGB, YIQ, YCbCr, HSV, CIE LAB, 

CIE LUV, and CIE XYZ. These color spaces are commonly used in such applications as 

video, television, monitor display, printing, and faxkig. RGB is commonly used in 

computer monitors, while YCbCr, YUV, and YIQ are used in compression and television 

broadcastkig ki both Europe and the United States. HSV is commonly used by artists and 

computer graphics designers, as k is more natural to think of colors with respect to hue 

and saturation. YPbPr is used for HDTV, while CIE XYZ, CIE LUV, and CIE LAB are 

used m appUcations in which color differences must be quantified. Examples of such 

appUcations mclude colorknetry, gemstone evaluation, and dye matchkig. The table 

below more clearly delkieates the various appUcations for which each color space is most 

commonly used. 

Table I: Color Space AppUcations 

Color Spaces 

RGB 

YCbCr 

YUV 

YPbPr 

YIQ 

HSV 

CIEXYZ 

CIE LAB and LUV 

AppUcations 

' Computer monitor displays 

' Component video signals in Europe for 

SCART connectors 

' Digital component video 

' JPEG compression 

' Television in Europe (PAL) 

• Some computer graphics 

• Analogue component video 

• Coding of digital video 

• HDTV 

' Television in North America (NTSC) 

• Painting (used by artists) 

' Computer graphics design 

• Model human perception of colors 

• Colorimetry 

• Gemstone evaluation 

• Dye matching 

• Estimating perceived color differences 
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This thesis focuses on these color spaces because of their proven versatiUty and 

functionality. They are national standards, and as such, were chosen m order to 

kivestigate thek utiUty when appUed to HVSQ compression. 

2.1 CIEXYZ 

CEE XYZ was developed by the Commission Internationale de L'Eclakage (CIE) 

in 1931, as a model that could generate aU colors ki the visible spectmm. It is the 

standard color space from which all other models are derived. It is often refened to as 

sknply the human tristimulus space. It is commonly used to model human color vision, 

as k is capable of mathematicaUy describing the sensation of any color. Therefore, all 

other color spaces are merely mappings of the CIE XYZ space. The axes of this space 

are called the X, Y, and Z values, and they conespond to the long, medium, and short 

wavelength receptors ofthe human eye, respectively. 

This space is based the definition of a "standard observer", which embodies the 

spectral response of the average human eye. In order to define this "standard observer", 

CIE took actual measurements on the color-matching abiUties ofthe average human eye, 

and used this data to create a space with 3 imaginary primary colors. Only 3 colors are 

used, because, due to characteristics ofthe human eye discussed previously, theoreticaUy 

only 3 primaries are necessary and sufficient to represent all perceivable colors. Refer to 

[26] for exact calculations and a detailed description of how the "standard observer" is 

defined. 

Smce the X, Y, and Z tristknulus values are defined ki a general sense, to 

represent purely theoretical values, they can be used to define any set of virtual primary 

colors. In general, the Y channel foUows the lumkious efficiency function ofthe human 

eye, while the X and Z channels give color information. The figure below shows the CIE 

XYZ space graphicaUy, where X conesponds to L, Y conesponds to M, and Z 

conesponds to S. 
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Figure 11: Tristknulus Color Space [15] 

In the figure, black is located at the origki ofthe space, (0, 0, 0). White is defined 

based on the ambient Ught, so k has no definite poskion on the coordkiate system. 

Saturated colors are located on the outer rim, while brighter colors are closer to the 

origin. However, in most cases, the CIE XYZ space is represented ki 2 dimensions, as 

shown below. 

YELLOW \ 5B0 

CFIAMSE 

7B0 NM 

Figure 12: CIE XYZ Chromaticity Diagram [15] 
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Here, the space is shown with respect to chromaticity coordmates, x, y, and z; and 

the figure are known as a chromaticity diagram. It should be noted that the 3''* 

dknension, z, is not shown. This is due to a property of the chromaticity coordmates 

which says that x+y+z=l. Therefore, it is not necessary to show the 3''* dimension, since 

k can be calculated if x and y are knovm. The relationship between tristknulus values (X, 

Y, Z) and chromaticity coordinates (x, y, z) is shown below. 

x=X/(X + Y + Z) 
= red/(red + green + blue) 

y = Y/(X + Y + Z) 
= green/(red + green + blue) 

z = Z/a+Y+Z) 
= blue/(red + green + blue) 

These formulas reveal the fact that the trichromatic coefficients are actuaUy the 

normalized tristimulus values. 

The conversion from RGB to XYZ is shown below. Note that is conversion is for 

RGB, and not for R'G'B' Therefore, the resukant X, Y, and Z values are all Unear, as 

the gamma conection present in the R'G'B' color space must be removed in order for 

these equations to be effective. 

Table 2: RGB to XYZ 

RGB -> XYZ 

XYZ -> RGB 

M = 

"0.412 0.358 0.18 ' 

0.213 0.715 0.072 

0.019 0.119 0.95 

M-' = 

' 3.24 1.537 0.498" 

-0.969 1.876 0.042 

0.056 0.204 1.057 

Although CIE XYZ defines all humanly perceivable colors, k is not perceptuaUy 

uniform. The distance between any two pokits ki the space does not determme the 

relative closeness of those colors. However, the CIE XYZ is fundamental to colorimetry. 
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22 RGB 

The RGB color space is the most common and widely used space today. It is 

based on the Cartesian coordinate system, making color specification in this space semi-

intukive and allowing implementation ease. This idea is demonstrated in the figure 

below. 

(0,0,1) 
Blue 

//I ' " " /-^ 
Magenta 

R« 

/ ' 
y I 

1 

Gray/Scale 

t 

Blackj, 

White 

• - - — - • • p ' 

uy«iii 

Green 
(0,1,0) 

}d Yellow 
(1.0.0) 

Figure 13: RGB Color Space 

Here, the color values are normalized to limit them to values between 0 and I, and points 

kiside or on the cube can describe all colors. The color black is at the o r i ^ (0, 0, 0), 

and white is located at the point farthest from the origki, (I, 1, I). Gray scale colors exist 

everywhere that R=G=B. Therefore, colors along the diagonal Une between Black and 

White are the gray scale colors. 

This space is an additive space, as the R, G, and B components are added 

together, much Uke light, to forai colors. Therefore, k cannot be used in printers, as 

printers utilize the fact that Ught reflects off paper, kistead of shkmig on k. However, the 

RGB space is used in cameras, monitors, and scanners. 

Although the RGB space is commonly used for knages, k is not practical for 

compression purposes. This is due to the fact that all three components carry equal 

weight ki this space. Therefore, all three channels must be compressed equaUy. 

However, the human eye is not as senskive to blue, so less precision is necessary for the 
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blue signal. Additionally, there is much data redundancy within the 3 channels of the 

RGB space. These are issues that are addressed in the other color spaces to be discussed. 

2.3 YCbCr. YUV. YPbPr 

The YCbCr, YPbPr, and YUV color spaces were developed for video standards. 

Although they have different names, the transform used in order to convert from RGB to 

each of these spaces is similar; the differences between these transforms are due to 

shifting. Therefore, each of these spaces is merely a shifted version of the others. They 

were developed, starting in the 1950s, when color televisions first came out on the 

market. It solved the problem of backward compatibiUty needed ki order to broadcast 

both color and monochrome television signals. This was accompUshed by separating the 

luminance, or brightness, kiformation from the chrominance, or color, kiformation. The 

relation between the YCbCr space and the RGB space is shown graphically, below. 

(0.0.5,0.5) 

(0, -0.5. -0.5) Cb 

Figure 14: YCbCr with respect to RGB [15] 

In theses color spaces, there are 3 channels: the Y channel carries the luma (range 

of values between light and dark) mformation, while the other 2 channels carry the color, 

or chromkiance, information as 2 color difference signals. This separation is 

accompUshed by first calculating the Y signal to be approximately equal to 30% Red, 

59% Green, and 11% Blue. Then, the other 2 channels are computed by removmg the 
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"brightiiess" factor from the color kiformation. One channel is calculated by removmg 

the blue information from the Y channel, while the other channel is calculated by 

removmg the red information from the Y channel. The formulas used for the 

transformation between RBG and YCbCr and then back to RGB are shown in the table 

below. 

Table 3: RGB to YCbCr 

R'G'B' -> Y'CbCr 

Y'CbCr-> R'G'B' 

M= 

"0.299 0.587 O.I 14" 

-0.1471 -0.2889 0.436 

0.6149 0.5149 -O.IOO 

M-' = 

"l 0 1.140 

1 -0.3947 -0.5807 

1 2.0321 0 

This transformation facilitates the transmission of television signals by separating 

the information needed in order to view both color and black and white signals. Ignoring 

the chrominance kiformation, utilizing only the Y channel, aUows the black and white 

signal to be easily extracted. While utilizing aU three channels aUows the color signal to 

be formed by reassembUng the values to determine the mixture of red, green, and blue. 

This color space is optimal for television, as k enables the black and white signal 

to be easily separated and rt requkes less bandwidth. In the RGB color space, the black 

and white signal must be calculated by determining where the Red, Green, and Blue 

values are equal. RGB space also requkes equal bandwidth for each channel. In the 

YCbCr space, more bandwidth is used for the Y channel, but less is requked for the other 

two channels, thereby allowkig more efficient transmission. For these reasons, the YUV 

color space is used by Phase Alternation Line (PAL), National Television System 

Committee (NTSC), and Sequential Color with Memory (SECAM) for such appUcations 

as European TV standards and video. YPbPr is used for coding digital video and in High 

Definition Television (HDTV). It is comparable to the color space used ki faxes, LAB, 

but computationaUy cheaper. FkiaUy, YCbCr was developed as part of a worid-wide 

digital component video standard. It is a scaled and offset version of the YUV color 

space. 
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For the purpose of this thesis, these color spaces are grouped together and 

implemented in two ways which will be refened to as ICT and RCT. The RCT version is 

the Reversible Color Transform, as k is a fuUy reversible kiteger to kiteger version ofthe 

color transform. However, the ICT version is the Ineversible Color Transform, as k is an 

kreversible kiteger to real version ofthe color transform. 

14 YIQ 

The YIQ space is merely a variant of the YUV space, with scaUng factors 

optimized for reduced bandwidth [19]. It is the standard used for North American 

television broadcastkig. This is due to ks ability to recede RGB knages for efficient 

transmission, as well as ks compatibility with black and white analog television. In this 

color space, the combination ofthe Y, I, and Q channels are used for color signals, while 

the I and Q channels can be discarded for black and white signals. The "F' stands for in-

phase, and the "Q" stands for quadrature, the modulation method used to transmit the 

color information. 

The YIQ space is good for digital and analogue compression. However, it is a 

highly unintukive space that can only be used in a system with strictly defined 

conditions. The table below shows the formulas used ki order to convert RGB knages to 

YIQ and then back to RGB. 

Table 4: RGB to YIQ 

R'G'B' - YIQ 

Y ' lQ-R 'G 'B ' 

M = 

"0.299 0.587 

0.596 -0.274 

-0.212 -0.523 

M-' = 

1 0.9549 

1 -0.2713 

1 -1.1073 

0.114" 

-0.322 

0.311 

0.6221' 

-0.6475 

1.7025 

As is apparent from the formulas, the YIQ color space can be attained by 

performkig matrix multipUcation to the R, G, and B color channels. This resuks ki a 

signal with reduced information and quality. However, this obstacle is addressed by 

taking advantage of certain properties of the human visual system. The human eye has 
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greater senskivity to changes in lumkiance than to changes in hue and saturation. This 

means that the eye has low resolution for color images, but high resolution for black and 

white images. Therefore, the infonnation residkig on the Y channel is of greater 

importance than that on the I and Q channels. As a resuk, the Y channel is emphasized, 

by bekig allocated more bandwidth, while the kiformation on the I and Q channels can be 

reduced. This is possible due to the ability of the human eye to perform recombination 

and thereby resolve any deficiency in the signal. 

2^ HSV 

The HSV color space was developed as a method of kituitively representkig 

colors. It was developed to approximate the way in which humans see color. The three 

channels ki the HSV space are hue, saturation, and value. They were developed when 

colors had to be specified manually. Now, however, the HSV space is primarily 

outdated, as colors can be specified by selectkig them visuaUy or by chooskig Pantone 

colors. However, HSV is the prefened space for use in the manipulation of hue and 

saturation since it resuks in a greater dynamic range of saturation. 

Since the HSV space is non-linear, k is not possible to use a matrix to convert 

from RGB to HSV. Instead, the foUowkig algorithm is foUowed. 

V = max(Re d. Green, Blue) 

S = 
(V-nnin)/V . V>0 

0 . QM^ 

60*(g.fe}({y,rr!ir3) , V = Red 
H = -̂  60*(2-^(b-r)/(V-min)) , V = Green 

60*(4+(r-g)/(V-min)) . V = Blue 

The figure below shows the HSV color model as a single hexcone. The top ofthe 

hexcone represents the maxknum intensity color, where V=I. The color black is located 

where V=0, at the base ofthe hexcone. H measures the angle around the vertical axis, V, 

and S is a ratio rangkig between 0 and I 
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Figure 15: HSV Color Space [15] 

For compression appUcations, the HSV space has the same shortcomkigs as the 

RGB space, as equal bandwidth is required for each channel. However, it is the prefened 

space for color modifications such as adjusting the amount of color and shiftkig. It 

allows colors to be intuitively managed, and it approximates the way in which humans 

perceive and kiterpret color. 

16 CIE LAB, cm LUV 

CIE LAB and CIE LUV are modified versions ofthe CIE XYZ space, created ki 

1976. They are tangible proof ofthe kiabUity of CEE to come to an agreement on the 

definition of a perceptually uniform color space. The LAB and LUV spaces are the resuk 

of CIE's attempt to knprove upon the XYZ space, to make k more perceptuaUy uniform. 

However, after the two approaches were defined, no compromise could be found, so both 

spaces were standardized. However, neither ofthe two spaces is considered adequate for 

modeling human color perception today. 

CEE XYZ reaUzes an 80:1 perceptual non-uniformity, whke LAB and LUV 

improve this ratio to 6:1. They was developed to be used as a means of estimatkig 

perceived color differences. The idea was to create a color space that would aUow color 

differences to be estimated by calculating the Euclidean distances between 2 colors. 
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thereby creating a Ikiear color space. The three channels of both spaces have a nonlmear 

relationship that was intended to mimic the logarithmic response ofthe eye. 

The three channels in LAB are defined as follows: L is the luminance, A is green 

at -A and red at +A, and B is blue at -B and yellow at +B. It has been incorporated in 

TIFF specs. Colors are determined wdth respect to a reference white pokrt, defined by the 

subscript n in the following formulas. 

I , [ 116*(Y/Yn)'^(1/3)-16 , Y/:tD>0.008856 
i 903.3*Y/yn , p̂ vy. 

A=500*(f(X/Xn)-f(Y/Yn)) 

B=200*(f(Y/Yn)-f(Z/Zn)) 

I t^(1/3) . t>0.008856 
t«)-1 7.787*t+ 16/116 , QM^ 

In LUV, L defines lumkiance, while U and V define chrominance. It is useful for 

the calculation of small colors or color differences with additive colors. The three 

channels ki LUV are given below. 

L=116*(Y/Yn)^(I/3)-I6 

u=13L*(u-un) 

v=13L*(v-vn) 

un=4X/(X+15Y+3Z)=4x/(-2x+12y+3) 

vn-9Y/(X+15 Y+3Z)=9y/(-2x+12y+3) 

For the purpose of this thesis, nine versions of each of these color spaces are examined. 

The difference between the nine versions is in the calculation of Xn, Yn, and Zn. These 

values are determined depending upon the reference white point being used. This value 

simulates the appearance of white as the viewkig condkions change and the amount of 

ambient Ught fluctuates. 
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CHAPTER ni 

IMAGE COMPRESSION 

In recent years, with the widespread use of the Internet and influence of 

computers, the theory and practical use ofdata compression has grown. It is important in 

both the transmission and storage ofdata. This idea can best be iUustrated ki an example. 

Imagine a 24-bk RGB image, meaning that it takes 8 bits to represent the Red, 

Green, and Blue components of each pkel, being compressed to have 1 bk represent 230 

bks. If k took 1 minute to transmit the compressed image, then k would take 230 times 

as long, or nearly 4 hours, to transmit the origkial. This makes quke a difference. Hence, 

the importance of compression is demonstrated. This idea is practically demonstrated in 

the table below, which shows the storage space, transmission bandwidth, and 

transmission time of commonly used mukimedia. 

Table 5: Compression Example [27] 

IMnltimetUa 
Data 

I Tl aiL^mi.tsion 

Bits'PLvel Uncompie.s.'sed Traiismis.tioii „. ^ 
«. .rs • J- T. J i j Tnne <iumg a 
.Size'Dnration oi Size BaiidwuUL 

Bits Sample (B for b>te.t) (b for bits> 28.81: 
Modem) 

IA page of text 11" x 8.5" 

10 sec 

Varying 
resolution 

Telephone 
quality speech 

Grayscale 
Image 

Color Image 

512x512 

512x512 

2048x1680 Medical 
Image 

I SHD Image , 2048 x 2048 

I [640x480,1 
Full-motion min 

Video (30 
frames/sec) 

8 bps 

8 bpp 

24 bpp 

12 bpp 

24 bpp 

24 bpp 

4-8 KB 

80 KB 

262 KB 

786 KB 

5.16 MB 

1Z58MB 

32-64 
Kb/page 

1.1 -2.2 sec 

64 Kb/sec 22.2 sec 

2.1 Mb/image 1 mm 13 sec 

3 min 39 sec 

23 mm 54 sec 

6.29 
Mb/miage 

41.3 
MbAnage 

100 Mbtoage 58 mm 15 sec 

1.66 GB 221 Mb/sec i 5 days 8 hrs 

Compression is the process of reducing the amount of data needed to represent a 

given quantity. Data compression is accompUshed by removing redundant data, while 

attempting to retain all relevant information. Compression schemes can be categorized as 

ekher lossy or lossless, depending upon whether or not all kiformation can be recovered 
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from the compressed data. Lossless compression is important for medical appUcations, 

as all mformation must be retained in order to detemiine an accurate prognosis. 

However, lossy compression has the advantage of enabUng high compression ratios to be 

attained. 

3.1 Data Redundancy 

Image compression is accomplished by removing data redundancy. This data 

redundancy is ki fact, a quantifiable value, caUed the relative data redundancy, or RD. 

The RD value is defined as follows. 

RD = l—-
CR 

In this equation, CR is the compression ratio. Data Redundancy can be divided kito 3 

categories: coding redundancy, interpixel redundancy, and psychovisual redundancy. 

Codkig redimdancy refers to the occunence of redundant symbols being used to 

represent information. Codes are generally created by viewing the image histogram to 

determine the probabiUty of pbcel intensities, and then determining the most efficient 

code. Coding redundancy allows different codes to be compared to detemiine the most 

efficient coding scheme. More wiU be discussed on this topic, ki the next section. 

Interpixel redundancy refers to the conelation between adjacent pixels. Due to 

the feet that an knage is made up of blocks of color that are generaUy related, there is 

much unnecessary data that can be removed. This redundancy can be taken advantage of 

by usmg adjacent pkels to predict the mtenskies of other pkels, thereby suggestkig that 

the amount of information that any one pkel carries is small. This is accomplished by 

mappkig an image kite a non-visual stream of intensity values and conespondkig lengths 

of constant intensity values. 

FinaUy, psychovisual redundancy exists due to the way the human eye sees an 

image. The human eye does not respond equally to all visual information with the same 

levels of sensitivity. Any compression scheme that exploks this redundancy is 

considered a lossy compression scheme, as taking advantage of this type of redundancy 

results in the loss of kiformation. 
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12 JPEG 

In 1986, the Intemational Standards Organization (ISO) established the Joint 

Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) for the task of developing a general-purpose 

compression standard for continuous-tone still-image applications [21]. They designed a 

compression method to meet the foUowing requirements: 

1. Be at or near state of the state of the art with regard to compression rate and 

accompanying image fidelity, over a wide range of image quaUty ratings 

2. The encoder should be parameterizable, so that the application (or user) can 

set the desked compression/quaUty trade-off 

3. Be appUcable to practically any kind of contkiuous-tone digital source image 

4. Have tractable computational complexity, to make feasible software 

implementations with viable performance on a range of CPUs, as weU as 

hardware implementations with viable cost for appUcations requkmg high 

performance [21] 

In the end, the JPEG compression standard was bom. It operates m 4 modes: 

1. Sequential DCT 

2. Progressive DCT 

3. Sequential Lossless Predictive 

4. Hierarchical Lossy or Lossless 

The lossy modes achieve compression ratios of approximately 15, while lossless methods 

are capable of compression ratios between 2 and 3. Therefore, only the first 2 modes will 

be discussed, as they achieve the highest compression. 

The baseUne JPEG coder operates ki the sequential DCT mode. The figure below 

shows the block diagram. 
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Figure 16: JPEG Block Diagram [27] 

Fkst, the knage is divided kito 8x8 pkel wide blocks. Then the forward Discrete Coskie 

Transform is performed on each of these blocks, resuking in 64 coefficients per block. 

The removal of redundant data is due to the majority of the coefficients bekig zero or 

near zero. This fact is utilized in the quantizer, which uses a table that is transmitted 

along with the compressed data, to quantize the data to values that are specified by the 

appUcation. 

The DC coefficient, foUowed by the other 63 coefficients is then ananged kito a 

2-D matrix in a zigzag manner according to increasing frequency, as is shown in the 

figure below. 

^ • ^ 1 

AC,,, 
AC, , 

Figure 17: Zigzag Order of DCT Coefficients in JPEG [27] 

This process facilkates the effectiveness of the entropy encoder, as this organization 

ensures that low-frequency non-zero coefficients wUl come before high-frequency 

coefficients. Then the DC coefficients are encoded using predictive encodkig, as the 
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average gray levels of adjacent blocks tend to be similar. Finally, entropy encoding is 

used to encode the data, as it fiinctions to compress data losslessly. Two approaches are 

specified by the JPEG standard: Huffinan coding and arithmetic coding. However, since 

arithmetic coding is the more efficient ofthe 2, achieving 5-10% better compression, k 

wiU be discussed. 

This method of coding allows floating pokit numbers to be created and used for 

the code symbols. The final code will always be a value between 0 and 1. The best way 

to illustrate this codkig method is through example. If the string, "BUI Gates", were to be 

coded using arithmetic coding, the first step would be to determine the probability 

distribution. This is demonstrated ki the table below. 

Table 6: Probability Distribution 
C h a r a c t e r 

SPACE 

A 
B 
E 

0 
I 
L 

3 
T 

P r o b a b i l i t y 

1 /10 
1 /10 
1 /10 
1 /10 
1/10 
1 /10 
2 / 1 0 
1 /10 
1/10 

Next, a range would be assigned to each possible character. This is shown below. 

Table 7: Range Assignment 
Cbacaccer Probability Range 

SPACE 
A 
B 
E 
G 
I 
L 
S 
T 

1 / 1 0 
1 / 1 0 
1 / 1 0 
1 / 1 0 
1 / 1 0 
1 / 1 0 
2 /10 
1/10 
1/10 

0 .00 
0 .10 
0 .20 -
0 .30 
0 .40 
0 .50 
0 .60 
0 .80 
0 .90 

0 .10 
0 .20 

- 0 . 30 
0 .40 
0 .50 
0 . 6 0 
O.BO 

0 .90 
1.00 

The range for the letter "L" is twice as long as for the others, as k is occurs twice as 

often. Next, the code is detennined by looking at the order ofthe letters and the range 

values. This is shown ki figure 19. 
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Table 8: Arithmetic Code 
w Character 

B 
I 
L 
L 

SPICE 
0 
A 
T 
E 
3 

Low value 

0.0 
0.2 
0.25 
0.256 
0.2572 
0.25720 
0.257216 
0.2572164 
0.25721676 
0.257216772 
0.2572167752 

High Value 

1.0 
0.3 
0.26 
0.258 
0.2576 
0.25724 
0.257220 
0.2572168 
0.2572168 
0.257216776 
0.2S721677S6 

Skice the "B" occurs first, ks range is used as the most significant number. 

Therefore, the code v̂ U be between .2 and .3. Next, the letter 'T' occurs. The next 

number is determined by taking the difference in the previous range, .3-2, and 

mukiplying by the range that " f is assigned, m order to get the percentke that "F' wiU 

have. The result is, (.3-.2)*.5=.05 and (.3-.2)*.6-.06. These numbers are added to the 

previous total to add onto the code. This contkiues for the remakider of the string, 

resulting in an overall code of .2572167752. 

The Progressive mode uses a sequence of scans that contain coded subsets of the 

DCT coefficients. This aUows the coefficients to be ordered ki 3 ways: progressive 

spectral selection, progressive successive approximation, and an approach that combkies 

the other two. In the progressive spectral selection approach, the DC coefficients are 

transmitted first, foUowed by groups of low frequency and higher frequency coefficients. 

However, the progressive successive approximation aUows aU DCT coefficients to be 

sent with lower precision, and then precision increases as addkional scans are transmitted 

[25]. The difference between the sequential and progressive modes can be seen in the 

figure below. 

w](S 
miientK 

S«iiaeai<i ' 

Figure 18: Sequential Verse Progressive Compression [21] 
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The progressive approach builds the entire picture, and then adds more detail, as more 

information from the other scans is received. The sequential approach, on the other hand, 

draws the complete picture, line by line 

In 1992, ISO was finally able to enjoy the finks of their labor, when the first 

DCT-based compression method, JPEG, became an intemational standard. It 

outperformed any compression method of ks time, being fast and computationally cheap. 

However, ki today's worid, it is no longer considered top of the Une; advances in Sub-

band coding and Wavelet transforms now outperform the DCT-based JPEG compression. 

They overcome JPEGs shortcomings in low level bk-rates, which resuk in image 

degradation. 

1 1 JPEG 2000 

The latest development in compression methods is JPEG 2000. It extends upon 

the akeady existkig and highly popular JPEG compression standards. However, JPEG 

2000, like HVSQ, utilizes the wavelet transform to extract independent coefficients. It 

knproves upon both the drawbacks and the functionakty of JPEG's DCT based 

compression, such that images compressed at low level bit-rates no longer have blocking 

artifacts and more compression options are avaUable. Some of the new features included 

in the JPEG 2000 standard are: 

• Improved compression performance 

• Progressive transmission by quality, resolution, component, or special 

locakty 

• Lossy and lossless compression 

• Multiple resolutions 

• Region of interest coding (ROI) 

• Limited memory implementations [22] 

In effect, JPEG 2000 aUows different resolutions, pixel fidelkies, regions of 

kiterest, and components to be extracted from the same bk stream, so that different 

applications can target different behaviors [22], The JPEG 2000 reference algorithm is 

the Wavelet/TreUis Coded Quantization (WTCQ) Algorithm, which consists of three 
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parts: discrete wavelet transformer (DWT), treUis quantized wavelet coefficients (TCQ), 

and binary arithmetic bit plane coding. This resuks in an encoded bit stream that is 

ordered such that the MSE ofthe transmitted bks is optknaUy reduced. The figure below 

shows a block diagram ofthe JPEG 2000 compression scheme. 

Imaee- Tr.TOsform 
Code-block 

p.irtition 
Quantization Entropy 

Coding 
Rate 

Allocation 

Conipre 
Image 

Figure 19: JPEG 2000 Block Diagram [22] 

This compression scheme is appUed by first dividing an image into an arbitrary 

number of tiles, or non-overlappkig blocks. All tiles, except those located along the 

border ofthe image, must be the same size. Then, an L-level DWT is performed on each 

tUe. Next, the resultant wavelet coefficients are uniformly scalar quantized and each sub-

band is packet partitioned. This step involves the division of the sub-bands kito non-

overlappkig rectangles. A packet partition location then consists of the three sub-bands 

from a particular resolution level. It is this packet partitioning that enables JPEG 2000 to 

randomly access the bit stream, as k provides a smaU measure of spatial locaUty. FinaUy, 

entropy coding is performed when the packet partkions are divided kito non-overlapping 

rectangles caUed code-blocks, as is shovra ki the figure below. 
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Figure 20: JPEG 2000 Code-Blocks [22] 

In this figure, a skigle tUe is depicted as a 3-level wavelet decomposition. The 

packet partkions are the bolded blocks on the 2"'' level resolution of the DWT. This 

figure also shows how the 3 packet partition locations make up the twelve numbered 

code-blocks. These code-blocks are then independently encoded using binary arithmetic 

bit plane coding. This is accompUshed by first ordering the code-blocks ki bk planes, or 

binary anays ordered such that the most significant bk of each coefficient is first, and the 

least significant bk is last. Then, the code-blocks are scanned three tknes before 

encoding is complete. The scanning pattem used to encode the bk planes is a column

wise raster scan that is shown in the figure below. 
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Figure 21: Bit plane Scanning Pattem [22] 

This pattem insures that the decisions made during each ofthe 3 encoding scans wUl be 

based on the significance ofthe location ofa particular bk, as well as ks neighboring bks. 

Once the encodkig is completed, the data is coUected to form packets. The way 

these packets are constmcted is determined by the type of progression being used, 

whether k is based on quaUty, resolution, or other locaUty targets. More sub-bk planes 

can be included in packets for compression schemes where quality is not as deskable as 

resolution. The figure below shows an example of a packet for the packet partition 

location depicted in the example discussed above. 

Packet 
Header 

n; sub-bitplanes 
from code-block 0 

ni iub-bitplanes 
from code-block 1 

mi sub-bitplanei 
from code-block 11 

Figure 22: Packet Stmcture [22] 

Although JPEG 2000 is successful in overcomkig some ofthe problems JPEG has 

vsdth compressing data at very high and very low bk rates, k stiU leaves much to be 

desked in the "near visually lossless" reakn. JPEG 2000 only attains a 20% 

improvement in image quality in this realm. However, ks collection of feature options 

does give it the advantage over other commonly used compression methods. 

14 HVSO 

Hybrid Vector Scalar Quantization (HVSQ) compression is cunently bekig 

developed ki the Computer Vision Image Analysis Laboratory (CVIAL) of Texas Tech 

University as an improvement upon Hybrid Multi-Vector Quantization (HMVQ). Its 
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objective is to reach high compression ratios for all classes of images, while still retainkig 

optimal image quality. It is unique and different from all other compression methods for 

two reasons: codebook generation and data quantization. 

3.4.1 Quantization 

In image compression, the most important step is the quantization process, as it 

controls the data precision and distortion rate. It is this process which utilizes the 

conelation ofdata contained within an knage in order to reduce the amount of bandwidth 

necessary for transmission. Two types of quantization processes are used in compression 

methods today: scalar quantization and vector quantization. 

Scalar quantization is the most common form of quantization, as it can be 

knplemented with a high level of ease, and k utUizes low computational complexity. 

AddkionaUy, k offers a high degree of control over data bk rates. This is due to the 

sknpUcity with which it can be utUized. Scalar quantization approximates data at the 

expense of precision. It fiinctions to represent individual continuous input data as a set of 

finite, discrete output values. An example of a simple, uniform scalar quantizer is shown 

below. 

n-2 n-1 n n+1 n+2 <—Output 
1 » 1 « 1 H 1 H 1 H 1 

(n-2)r (n-l)r nr (n+l)r (ftf2)r (n+3)r <—Input 

Figure 23: Scalar Quantization [24] 

Here, each quantization level is equaUy distributed, such that for all kiputs faUing 

between nr and (n+l)r, the value n wiU be transmitted [24]. This process serves to 

approximate the data, thereby Umitkig the data precision, such that the transmitted signal 

will undergo minimal distortion. 

Vector quantization, on the other hand, is proven to be superior in achievkig 

optimal rate-distortion. It is more efficient than scalar quantization, offering higher 

compression ratios than scalar quantization at the same distortion rates. UnUke scalar 

quantization, vector quantization utilizes a codebook to represent not individual input 

values, but smaU groups of kiput data. With this method, data is clustered into Voronoi 

regions and code words are defined to represent each of these regions. This idea is 

demonstrated ki the figure below. 
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Figure 24: Vector Quantization [23] 
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Here, the Voronoi regions are the bordered areas, the code words are the dots labeled y, 

and the kiput vectors are the x's. So, input vectors can be specified by the codeword for 

the particular Voronoi region in which the vector is located. This is then the codeword 

that results in the lowest distortion. So what is actuaUy transmitted is the codebook itself, 

as weU as the set of code words which represent the knage. However, the gam of optknal 

rate distortion is acquired at the expense of mcreased computational complexity and loss 

of bit rate control. 

3.4.2 Compression 

In HMVQ compression, vector quantization was used to quantize the data on the 

high frequency sub-bands, while scalar quantization was appUed to the residuals. Using 

both vector and scalar quantization enabled this compression method to achieve high 

compression ratios as well as control bk rates. This was shovm in [20], where this 

method was demonstrated to be effective at knprovkig the quality of both grayscale and 

color medical images compressed at low bit rates. The one disadvantage of this 

compression method is ks codebook framing process. It utiUzes an offUne codebook 

training process much Uke the one depicted in the figure below. 
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Figure 25: Normal VQ coding [3] 

As this figure shows, this type of compression method involves two stages. Fkst 

a codebook must be trained offline, and then, this codebook is used in the actual 

compression of images. In offUne codebook generation, a set of knages are used to tram 

a codebook for other images of the same type. So this same codebook is used for aU 

skmlar images, but when a different image is encountered, a new codebook must be 

trained offline. This tums into a very time consuming process that limits the 

fimctionaUty of this compression technique. 

As a resuk, HVSQ was developed to utilize both scalar and vector quantization, 

sknilar to HMVQ, and to train a codebook online, ki real tkne. Like HMVQ, HVSQ 

utilizes the wavelet transform in order to anange the highly conelated image data into a 

coUection of a series of coefficients which are statisticaUy less conelated. It has the 

advantage that a similar model can be dravra for many types of images, due to the fact 

that the distribution of the wavelet coefficients are sknilar, no matter what the image is. 

The wavelet coefficients in the high frequency sub-bands have a distribution very similar 
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to a Generalized Gaussian distribution. This knowledge of the distribution allows the 

codebook to be created and the data to be encoded. 

The wavelet coefficients can be uniquely quantized using both vector quantization 

and scalar quantization. Vector quantization is used to quantize the approximation band, 

or LL band, of the DWT. Then, scalar quantization is used to quantize the DWT 

residuals. The block diagram ofthe HVSQ compression method is shown below. 
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Figure 26: HVSQ block diagram [3] 

In the preprocessing stage, options are available for color transformations, 

removmg the channel means, and perfonmng DWTs with various filters. The color 

transform options are key to this thesis, as that is the option that is being examined. As 

discussed previously, transformkig to a color space other than RGB is ideal, as 

representing the data ki other color spaces helps to remove the conelation, and thereby 

the redundancy, between the data channels. So all other preprocesskig factors were kept 

consistent, and only the color transformations were varied. 

After the color space transformation and DWT, the coefficients were vector 

quantized. This was accompUshed by first extracting rectangular shaped vectors. The 

acmal shape of the vector depends on the size specified. The figure below shows 

examples of how vectors of size 4 and 6 are fonned such that they approximate a square. 
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Figure 27: Vector Squares [3] 

Then the codebook is trained using SELBG, a sknpUfied version ofthe ELBG clustering 

algorithm that spUts clusters with high average distortion and merges clusters with low 

average distortion [3]. This method is completely different from other codebook 

generation techniques, in that HVSQ is able to generate a unique codebook for each 

image it encounters, as it processes the knage. As discussed previously, many other 

vector quantization compression methods use a two stage codebook training process in 

which a codebook generated offUne is used to buUd a codebook onUne. However, with 

HVSQ, only one codebook is generated. This single codebook is entirely based on the 

targeted compression knage. This gives HVSQ the advantage of bekig appUcable to aU 

knage classes, as no time consumkig offline codebooks are generated. 

Next, the quantization enors that are expected from the use of a smaU, locaUzed 

codebook are mitigated with scalar quantization. This is accomplished by first 

reconstmctkig the wavelet coefficients and subtractkig them from the origkial wavelet 

coefficients to obtain the residuals. These residuals are then scalar quantized, thereby 

enabUng the use of a progressive decoder and reduckig the precision with which the 

codebook is stored. This addkional step functions to conect any variations that occur in 

the residual data. This codebook can then used for vector quantization codkig, where the 

vectors from the DWT approximation are matched with code words and the 

corresponding kidices are transmitted. 

OveraU, HVSQ compression is advantageous due to the fact that k uses a Umited 

number of both vectors and scalars to represent a variety of knage features. This 

combmation of both vector and scalar quantization creates a compression method that is 
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fast, has low complexity, and achieves optimal distortion rates. HVSQ generates a 

unique codebook for each image encountered, in real time. It codes the coefficients 

accordkig to their level of knportance, kistead of ki what order they occur. It also 

improves upon the blurring problem that occurs at low bk rates for images using vector 

quantization, and is able to attain higher compression ratios than many other compression 

methods. 
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CHAPTER rv 

QUANTITATIVE MEASUREMENTS 

In order to judge the effectiveness of the integration of the various color spaces 

into the compression schemes, a means of quantitatively measuring the resuks had to be 

knplemented. A measurement that could estimate the quaUty of a reconstmcted image 

when compared to an original image was necessary. Two such types of image quality 

measurements exist: mathematically defined enor detectors such as MSE and PSNR, and 

a set called human visual system (HVS) models. These two classes of measurements 

serve to assess the amount of distortion that the image undergoes upon compression. 

The HVS methods attempt to model human visual perception, thereby simulating 

the workings of the human eye ki evaluating knage quaUty. However, these methods are 

extremely complicated, as they rely on definitions of viewing conditions and distortion. 

AdditionaUy, they show no consistent advantage over mathematical measurements. 

Therefore, this project focuses on mathematically calculated measurements, as 

they make k possible to compute a skigle number that reflects the quaUty of the 

reconstmcted image. These methods are tmly "universal", as they are independent ofthe 

type of images being tested, the viewing conditions, and the individual observers. 

However, no one method of measurement has proven to be completely effective 

for aU types of knages, distortions and viewing conditions. Hence a combination of 

measurements, PSNR, entropy, and Q-factor, were aU chosen to be the metrics that would 

be used to determme the effectiveness of the compression schemes. These particular 

metrics were chosen because of their lack of computational complexity and because of 

the ease at which they could be calculated. Additionally, they do not depend on viewkig 

condkions or the observers that would be used to subjectively evaluate images in a 

human study. 

4.1 Entropy 

In general, the word entropy is most commonly associated wkh thermodynamics 

and chemistry, as a measure ofthe amount of disorder, or chaos, present within a system. 

If the amount of information contakied wkhki an image is considered to be chaotic, then 
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the same is tme when the term is appUed to images, because entropy communicates the 

amount of information contained within an image. In this experiment, entropy serves not 

so much as a gage of the quaUty of compressed images, but as a diagnostic tool. It is a 

measurement of the total amount of energy wkhin the image. In this way, it can be used 

to determme the amount of information that must be coded by a compression algorithm. 

So, images with low entropy values are flat, containing little contrast and large 

groups of pixels with the same intensities. An example would be a picture of a dark sky. 

These types of images can be drastically reduced in size with very high compression 

ratios. AdditionaUy, an knage that is one color is completely flat; therefore k would have 

zero entropy. However, images with high entropy values have a great deal of contrast 

from one pixel to the next. An example of such an knage would be a picture of the 

moon, with ks craters creating enough variance in the data to prevent high compression 

ratios from being used [15]. 

Image entropy is calculated using the following formula. 
G-l 

H^ =-Y,Pik)log^{P{k)) [Image book at home] 
t=0 

Here, H^ is the image entropy, P(k) is the probabiUty of gray level k occurring, and G is 

the number of gray levels present ki the knage. So, ki order to calculate entropy, a 

histogram, h(k), of the image must first be obtained. Once the histogram is known, the 

probabiUty of each gray level can be calculated usmg the foUowmg equation. 

MN 

This formula says that for an MxN image, the probability of each gray level occurring 

can be approximated v̂ dth knowledge of h(k), or the frequency of gray level k. 

Entropy can also be used to determine the amount of data redundancy present ki 

an knage. These calculations can then be used to determme the theoretical Umits to the 

amount of compression that the image can undergo. Information redundancy, r, is 

calculated as foUows. 

r = b-H^ 
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Here, b is the smallest number of bits that can be used to represent the knage quantization 

levels. Additionally, the recommended compression ratio, K can be calculated with the 

following formula. 

K=± 

When applied to a color image, entropy can be measured on an individual channel 

basis, such that each Red, Green, and Blue channel entropy is calculated separately, or all 

3 channels can be examined if the histogram data is taken for aU 3 channels as a 

conglomerate. In the resuks section, entropy data is shown for each image, on each 

channel and on all 3 channels, for completeness. 

4.2 MSE 

The Mean Square Enor (MSE) is measurement that was used, as it is indirectly 

related to PSNR, which wUl be discussed in the next section. The formula used to 

calculate the MSE is shown below. 

n^L i n = l r 11 

In this expression, M and N are the dimensions of the image, g is the reconstmcted 

image, and g is the original image. This formula shows the MSE to be the sum of the 

squared differences between the original image pixel values and the reconstmcted pixel 

values. Because it is the Mean Square Enor, and just the Mean Enor, it serves two 

purposes. First, k makes enor measurements poskive, as k is a squared value. 

AddkionaUy, k gives bigger differences more weight than smaller difference. In this 

way, k serves as an easily computed image quaUty calculation. 

4.3 PSNR 

In order to detemiine the effectiveness of a compression algorithm, the peak 

signal to noise ratio (PSNR) can be examined. This tells how much enor the signal 

kicuned ki the process of compression/decompression. This value is computed usmg the 

following equations. 
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F S N R ^ - l O i o g i o ^ 
^ [1] 

The value calculated in the above PSNR equation has units of dB. Higher PSNR values 

are desirable, as they mean that the signal kicuned less enor in compression. This is due 

to the fact that the ratio of the signal, or original image, to the noise, or decompressed 

image, is high. 

In general, PSNR values range from 20 to 40 dB. However, any skigle PSNR 

value has no real meankig, as PSNR values must be referenced. This means that PSNR 

values are only meaningful when two values can be compared, as in the case of this 

study, where we compare PSNR values of two methods of compression. In order to 

compare the effectiveness of HVSQ and JPEG 2000 Compression methods, the PSNR 

values of both of these methods were compared for various compression ratios (CR). 

PSNR has the advantage of removing signal power, since the calculation is a 

ratio. Therefore, the calculation is indicative of some fixed amount of noise power. 

AddkionaUy, k is easy to calculate. However, Uke MSE, k fails to simulate the 

subjective nature ofthe human visual system in evaluatkig the quaUty of images. 

4.4 0-Index 

The final measurement of image quality to be utiUzed in this project is the 

Universal Image QuaUty Index. It is a new measurement first proposed ki 2002 for use 

with gray level images. It has been described in fiiU in [10], but the foUowing are the 

highlights that are relevant to this project. 

The QuaUty Index (Q-Index) is a new mathematically defined objective measure 

of knage quality. It is easy to calculate, has low computational complexity, and k is 

independent of image class, viewing conditions, and observers. AddkionaUy, k provides 

meankigfiil kiforaiation on a variety of knage distortions. It has been shown to be highly 

effective at measuring image quality, outperforaiing such standards as MSE and PSNR. 

Q-factor is different from PSNR and MSE ki that k measure distortion based on 3 factors. 

1. loss of conelation 

2. luminance distortion 

3. contrast distortion [ 10] 
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This can be demonstrated by examining the formula used to calculate Q-factor shown 

below. 

Q-
xy 2xy 2 C T X ^ , 

"̂"̂  (xf+(yr (^^)'+K)' cr,CT 
•, where [10] 
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In this formula, x is the pixel values in the original image and y is the pixel values 

in the distorted knage. The first term uses the conelation coefficient to measure the 

degree of Unear conelation between x and y. The second term calculates how close the 

mean luminance is between x and y. Fkially, the third term measures the contrast 

similarity between x and y. 

This formula is appUed to gray level knages using a sliding window approach. In 

this approach the knage is evaluated in 8x8 pixel regions. Q-factor values are calculated 

for each region, as the 8x8 window moves across the image. Then the average of all 

these Q-factors is taken ki order to determine the total knage Q-factor. 

The value of Q can range from -I to 1, where 1 is the best value and -1 is the 

worst. Q equals 1 when x=y for aU i, whke Q equals -1 when y^ = 2 x - x , for aU i. 

AdditionaUy, k should be noted that this index is only kitended to be applied to grayscale 

images. Therefore, in order to use k on the color test knages in this project, knages were 

converted to grayscale so that the quality index could be computed. 

This particular image quaUty measurement has an advantage over MSE, ki that k 

can distkiguish between different types of distortion. MSE calculations generally resuk 

ki similar values for images vdth drasticaUy different cormptions and perceived qualities. 

However, in a test kivolving the use of impulsive sak-pepper noise, additive Gaussian 

noise, multipUcative speckle noise, mean shift, contrast stretchkig, blurring, and JPEG 

compression, Q-factor measurements ranked the quaUty of these images far more 
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accurately than MSE measurements [10]. For these reasons, Q-factor was chosen as an 

altemative method of measuring the qualky ofthe images used in this project. 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS 

Since aU images underwent the same process in order to measure the compression 

capabilities of HVSQ, JPEG, and JPEG 2000, all implementation details are discussed 

here, in order to avoid redundancy. Therefore, the next 10 sections show only selected 

results obtained from particular test images. All discussion and conclusions are reserved 

for the final chapter. 

In utilizing the set of 10 test images, first each image was converted to each ofthe 

24 color spaces. For visualization purposes, an example is shown below ofthe Anemone 

image in each ofthe 24 color spaces. 

RGB ICT RCT 
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LABD65 LABA LABC 

LABD50 LABD55 LABD75 

LABF2 LABF7 

LUVD65 LUVA 

LABFll 

LUVC 
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LUVD50 LUVD55 LUVD75 

LUVF2 LUVF7 

Figure 28: Color Transform Examples 

LUVFII 

Viewing the various color spaces helps to further Ulustrate how kiformation is distributed 

among the three channels. So, for example the ICT, RCT, and YIQ images look 

predominantly red because much ofthe image information is contained within the Y 

channel, which conesponds to red in the RGB representation of these color spaces. 

AdditionaUy, the XYZ, LUV, and LAB spaces look primarily dark because they are not 

gamma conected. 

Each of these color spaces were then compressed with HVSQ compression at 10 

different compression ratios: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100. HVSQ options were 

set to the defauk values, except the codebook word size was changed to 6, as usmg larger 

code words caused more color spaces to fail during compression. This is an issue which 

will be discussed ki the next chapter. Comparing the performance ofthe various color 

spaces enabled one color space to be selected for comparison wkh JPEG and JPEG 2000. 

AU of this kiformation is presented ki the sections below for each knage. 
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The table below serves as a key, for use as a reference, for the entropy charts 

shown with each image. This is necessary because the color spaces in those charts are 

Usted by these numbers and not by the name ofthe color space. 

Table 9: Color Space Numbers and Bk Rate Ratios 

Color 
Space 
RGB 
ICT 
RCT 
YIQ 
HSV 
XYZ 
LABD65 
LABA 
LABC 
LABD50 
LABD55 
LABD75 
LABF2 
LABF7 
LABF11 
LUVD65 
LUVA 
LUVC 
LUVD50 
LUVD55 
LUVD75 
LUVF2 
LUVF7 
LUVF11 

Color 
Reference 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Bit Rate 
Ratio 

1 
4 
4 
4 
1 
1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 
1:1 

It should also be noted that the optimal bk rate ratios are shovm for each color 

space as weU. These numbers were determined by examkiing entropy data and testkig 

compression on various images with various bk rate ratios. It was found that in general, 

each ofthe respective bk rate ratios served to provide better PSNR values for thek color 

space than all others. However there are exceptions to these guidelkies, as was 

demonstrated by some ofthe images below. 
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Table 10: Anemone compressed at BR=0.3 bpp 
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5.2 Baboon 
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Table 11: Baboon compressed at BR=0.3 bpp 
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5 3 Bkds 
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5.4 Cervigram 
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5.5 Cwheel 
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Table 12: Cwheel compressed at BR=0.3 b 
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Table 13: House compressed at BR=0.3 b 
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5.8 Nature 
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5.9 People 
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Table 15: Rowhouse compressed at BR=0.3 bpp 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 

Two aspects must be examined in discussing the meaning ofthe resuks presented 

in the previous chapter: measurement methods and compression methods. Wkh respect 

to measurements, the first data shown for each image was the entropy measurements for 

each channel of each color space. This reflected the amount of information contained 

withm each ofthe channels. These charts show that, in general, the red, green, and blue 

channels of RGB, as well as the hue, saturation, and value channels of HSV and the X,Y, 

and Z channels of the XYZ spaces carry approximately equal amounts of image 

information. However, the channels of the RCT, ICT, YIQ, LAB, and LUV spaces 

reflect a different trend. In these spaces, the first channel had significantly more 

information than the other two channels. Hence, this observation was used to assign bk 

rate ratios of 4:1:1 to the RCT, ICT, YIQ, LAB, and LUV spaces, whke bk rate ratios of 

1:1:1 were used for the RGB, HSV, and XYZ spaces, as was shown in table 6. 

In addition to Entropy, PSNR calculations were also shown for each of the color 

spaces used to compress the images wkh HVSQ compression. This information was first 

used to determine which color space was most effective for a particular image. Then the 

best color space was compared to JPEG and JPEG 2000 compression. The table below 

lists each color space and knage. The X's represent successfiil compression for a 

particular color space and image, and highlighted X's denote which color space 

performed optknaUy for a particular image. 
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Table 16: HVSQ color space performance 
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X 

HVSQ was found to be inadequate in compressing some image color spaces. 

Namely, problems were found ki attempts to compress bkds, baboon, cervigram, and girl, 

as HVSQ could not successfully compress particular color spaces for these knages. 

HVSQ failed ki generatkig codebooks for these images. So, one way to knprove the 

fimctionality of HVSQ in the fiiture could be to add a buik-in codebook to be used as a 

defauk when a unique codebook cannot be generated for a particular image. 

AddkionaUy, k should be noted that the general trend shown both in the Resuks 

section and on this chart is that of Y-channel spaces, such as RCT, ICT, and YIQ, 

outperforming all other spaces. However, a surprising exception to this trend became 

apparent ki the Cwheel image, where RGB turned out to be the optknal color space. It 

performed significantly better than any ofthe other color spaces. However, a closer look 

at the entropy data gives kisight into the unexpected performance of the RGB color 

space. 
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Entropy shows an equal distribution of information among all three channels for 

each color space of the Cwheel image. Therefore, using unequal bit rate ratios is 

unacceptable. This is probably due to the color composkion ofthe knage, in which much 

pure red and pure blue is present. Additionally, the image is very bright. This means that 

while the luminance channel of many of the color spaces captures much information, the 

other two channels contain just as much information. This is due to the presence of the 

pure colors, which results in much infomiation remaming to be stored in the chrominance 

channels. However, in general, RCT proved to be the optimal color space in 8 out ofthe 

10 images, so, just Uke JPEG 2000, RCT should probably be the color space of choice 

when using HVSQ compression. 

FkiaUy, the appUcation of Q-index as a method of measuring knage quaUty 

proved to be highly disappointing. The Q-index calculations showed JPEG to be just as 

effective, or better, than HVSQ. However, closer examination of the knages clearly 

shows that JPEG is only acceptable at very low compression ratios. Q-index shows 

JPEG to be better than HVSQ ki most ofthe knages at the 80:1 compression ratio. The 

images shown in each section clearly refiite this conclusion, so Q-index does not appear 

to be an adequate measure of color knage quaUty. However, k does serve to demonstrate 

the importance of the image color, and how k effects human perception of the image 

quaUty. This idea is especiaUy apparent in the Nature knage, where the JPEG image 

appears discolored, yet k attains a higher Q-index value than the HVSQ image. 

Now, as far as compression goes, HVSQ definitely outperforms JPEG at high 

compression ratios. This is due to the use ofthe wavelet transform instead ofthe discrete 

coskie transform, as the DCT causes the pbdiated look of the JPEG knages at high 

compression ratios. However, when HVSQ is compared to JPEG 2000, resuks vary 

dependkig upon both the knage and the quaUty measurement used. For example, ki the 

House image the JPEG 2000 image definitely looks better, as much of the finer detail, 

such as the shadows on the glass, is lost ki the HVSQ knage. Although changkig the 

number of DWT levels that are used in the transform could improve the qualky of the 

HVSQ knage. However, the Anemone knage looks better with HVSQ compression. 

This can best be seen in the red area at the bottom ofthe image, where the JPEG 2000 

knage looks contoured, while the HVSQ knage looks smooth. 
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Some general knprovements that can be made are automating HVSQ optimization 

choices, such as color space, DWT level, and codebook word size. In addkion Q-index 

could be unproved upon to account for the effects color has on image quaUty. FkiaUy, it 

might be interesting to further investigate potential applications of the LAB and LUV 

color spaces, as these spaces are designed to model human vision. One such appUcation 

would be to design a compression method to explok this relationship, thereby attakiing 

high compression with high knage quality. Or, k might be interesting to use these spaces 

with Q-index to measure color image quaUty. 

In closkig, the primary focus of the project has been on color space 

transformations, and thek effects on HVSQ as compared to JPEG and JPEG 2000 

performance. The goal of this project has been to perform a comparative analysis of 

select knage compression schemes using multiple quality measurements. It was shown in 

chapter 5, that JPEG 2000 compression generaUy resulted ki higher PSNR values. In 

addition, k was found that Q-kidex did not seem to be a creditable measure of color 

knage quaUty. However, k did serve to demonstrate the effect color has on the perceived 

quaUty of an image. This thesis serves to demonstrate that HVSQ is currently capable of 

outperformkig JPEG 2000 ki some kistances, and that k also has potential for fiiture 

improvements. 
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